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ABSTRACT
Deep neural networks (DNNs) with embedding layers are widely
adopted to capture complex relationships among entities within a
dataset. Embedding layers aggregate multiple embeddings—a dense
vector used to represent the complicated nature of a data feature—
into a single embedding; such operation is called embedding reduc-
tion. Embedding reduction spends a significant portion of its run-
time on reading embeddings from memory and thus is known to be
heavily memory bandwidth-bound. Recent works attempt to accel-
erate this critical operation, but they often require either hardware
modifications or emerging memory technologies, which makes
it hardly deployable on commodity hardware. Thus, we propose
MERCI, memoization for embedding reduction with clustering, a
novel memoization framework for efficient embedding reduction.
MERCI provides a mechanism for memoizing partial aggregation of
correlated embeddings and retrieving the memoized partial result
at a low cost. MERCI substantially reduces the number of memory
accesses by 44% (29%), leading to 102% (74%) throughput improve-
ment on real machines and 40.2% (28.6%) energy savings at the ex-
pense of 8× (1×) additional memory usage.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Information systems→Recommender systems; •Computer
systems organization; • Software and its engineering→ Soft-
ware system structures;
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1 INTRODUCTION
The capacity of deep neural networks (DNNs) is scaling rapidly
to learn more complex and implicit relationships between entities
within a dataset. Embedding is a data type widely used to represent
such complicated nature of the dataset [4, 18, 40, 41, 48, 49]. It is
a vector projection of high-dimensional sparse feature space to a
low-dimensional dense space that preserves the semantics of the
original features, for DNNs to process it easily as an input.

For instance, in an online shopping website, each product on sale
can be treated as a feature and be represented with distinct embed-
ding. Embeddings are trained to extract the semantics of features
(i.e., products); therefore, co-appearing products (e.g., a notebook
and a pencil) will appear relatively adjacent in the embedding space.
In this setup, an online user can be represented by a set of products
that he/she has recently browsed or purchased. Thus, to process a
query on this user, it takes to gather this set of (products) embed-
dings and reduce them (e.g., sum, average, max, inner product) into
a single embedding. This operation is called embedding reduction.

Embedding reduction is widely used in various applications. For
instance, when an embedding represents a word [33, 39], embedding
reduction is used to represent a sentence or a document. Another
typical use case is in a personalized recommender system where it
performs embedding reduction to represent users (like in the previ-
ous example) or products [10, 22, 53]. It is known that processing
a single query takes a reduction of tens or even hundreds of em-
beddings in production-scale recommender systems such as Face-
book’s Deep Learning Recommendation Model (DLRM) [23] and
Alibaba’s Deep Interest Network (DIN) [58]. Unfortunately, embed-
ding reduction takes a significant portion of the total DNN runtime.
Previous studies [16, 19, 24, 41, 42, 51] report that embedding reduc-
tion (SparseLengthsSum in Caffe2[20]) takes significant portion,
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50% to 75% of the total inference latency for the models introduced
in DLRM[19, 24, 32]. This operation is known to be memory-bound
with a relatively small amount of arithmetic computation (i.e., hav-
ing a low arithmetic intensity [24, 32]). This inefficiency is mainly
due to sparse indexing, which generates a large number of irregular
memory accesses (details in Section 2.2). Since off-chip memory ac-
cesses are more expensive than on-chip computation in terms of la-
tency and energy consumption [9, 26, 52], it is critical to reduce this
high cost of memory accesses for efficient embedding reduction.

This problem has recently drawn much attention from the re-
search community, and techniques have been proposed to acceler-
ate this critical DNN operation. For example, RecNMP [32] and Ten-
sorDIMM [34] propose near-memory processing (NMP) architec-
tures to reduce the performance and energy cost of embedding re-
duction. Bandana [19] leverages non-volatile memory (NVM) tech-
nology as a lower-cost alternative to existing fully DRAM-based
storage while providing sufficient bandwidth by effective DRAM
caching. However, these proposals are not readily applicable to the
mainstream hardware as they require either hardware modifica-
tions or emerging memory technologies.

Memoization[38] is a classic technique that stores computation
results for an input (query) and reuses them when the same query
arrives again. It leverages time-space tradeoffs to reduce the num-
ber of memory accesses as well as compute cycles at the cost of ad-
ditional space. While applying memoization for efficient embedding
reduction is appealing, making it performant on the commodity
hardware poses several challenges. First, a memoization table must
be compact enough to fit in memory while providing broad cover-
age (hit rate). Second, the benefit of memoization should outweigh
the cost of the original embedding reduction operation. If a memo-
ization table lookup takes more memory accesses than accessing
all the embeddings it covers, memoization will not be practical.

This paper proposes MERCI, a novel memoization framework
for efficient embedding reduction on the commodity hardware.
We observe that there often exists a correlation structure among
features in a real-world dataset. In the previous example of online
shopping, the features of (notebook, pencil) or (bread, butter) have
a high chance to appear together in a user’s browse history, but
those of (bread, pencil) are not as much. To increase the coverage of
memoization, we propose fine-grained (sub-query) memoization to
perform partial reduction when processing a query. We introduce
Correlation-Aware Variable-Sized Clustering to identify clusters
of frequently co-appearing features of variable length with high
coverage and small table size, as well as a feature remapping scheme
to quickly locate a partially reduced embeddingwith a small number
of instructions. Our evaluation of MERCI on a 16-core Intel CPU
using both six synthetic and eight real-world datasets demonstrates
a geomean speedup of 102%, memory access reduction by 44%, and
system energy savings of 40.2% in embedding reduction.

In summary, our work makes the following contributions:

• We identify opportunities for applying memoization to effi-
cient embedding reduction for the first time.

• We introduce Correlation-Aware Variable-Sized Clustering,
a novel clustering scheme that carefully weighs the benefits
and costs of memoization to form clusters of co-appearing
features to memoize.

• We present MERCI, a memoization framework for efficient
embedding reduction. MERCI utilizes Correlation-Aware
Variable-Sized Clustering, feature ID remapping, and effi-
cient query processing to minimize additional memory ac-
cesses, hence maximizing the benefit of memoization.

• WeprototypeMERCI on two commodity platforms to demon-
strate its effectiveness in reducing the number of memory
accesses, which translates to substantial performance gains
and energy savings.

2 BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION
2.1 Embedding Reduction
1 // N: Number of embeddings
2 // D: Dimension of each embedding vector
3 float emb_table[N][D];
4 def embedding_reduction (vector<int> query[B],
5 float &res[B][D]):
6 for qid=0 to B-1:
7 for i=0 to query[qid].size()-1:
8 int cur_feature = query[qid][i];
9 float[D] embedding_vec = emb_table[cur_feature];
10 /* Embedding Reduction */
11 for d = 0 to D-1:
12 res[qid][d] += embedding_vec[d];

Figure 1: Pseudocode of embedding reduction.

Embeddings. An embedding is a relatively low-dimensional con-
tinuous vector that often represents a single categorical feature.
For example, embedding generally represents a word in natural lan-
guage processing (NLP) models [18, 35]. Without embedding, each
word in a corpus would be assigned a dimension and is represented
as a one-hot vector, resulting in an extremely sparse vector. Even
worse, such representation does not contain semantic or syntactic
relations between words; hence, in many cases, a neural network
(NN) model maps this sparse vector to a low-dimensional dense
vector that captures a word’s semantic meaning and keeps similar
words in close distance. Such processing makes it easier for ma-
chine learning (ML) systems to infer the meaning of input values.

Similarly, embedding is often used in recommender systems[41,
49]. For instance, a recommender system at an online shopping
website often employs a NN model to learn the semantics of prod-
ucts and create an embedding for each product. These embeddings
are later used as categorical feature inputs to the recommender sys-
tem. In practice, modern recommender systems utilize an extensive
range of embeddings for different categorical features. One exam-
ple of a user-related categorical feature is a set of products a user
has recently browsed.
Embedding Reduction. In many cases multiple features can con-
stitute a single categorical variable. For example, a user can have
multiple recently browsed products or multiple favorite brands. To
represent these categories as a single embedding vector, embedding
reduction operation should be performed. This operation loads an
embedding vector for each feature (e.g., a single product), and per-
forms a reduction operation (e.g., sum, average, max, inner product)
on them. In NLP models, embedding reduction generates a sentence
or a document embedding by aggregating embedding vectors for
words in a given sentence or document[33]. Many other ML models
also adopt embedding reduction [7, 10, 13, 22], and all popular NN
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1 // for i = 0 to query[qid].size()-1;
2 REDUCTION:
3 // %rcx: feature index i; initialized with 0
4 // %r9: query[qid].size()
5 FEAT_LOOP:
6 // for d = 0 to D-1:
7 // res[d] += embedding_vec[d];
8 ...
9 88.64% vmovups (%rsi), %ymm2
10 6.96% vadddps (%rax), %ymm2, %ymm0
11 1.68% vmovups %ymm0, (%rax)
12 ... // loop unrolling
13 FEAT_REPEAT:
14 inc %rcx
15 cmp %rcx, %r9
16 jne FEAT_LOOP

Figure 2: Instruction-level runtime breakdown for embed-
ding reduction using Amazon-Books dataset1.

frameworks like Tensorflow (embedding_lookup_sparse(...)) [1],
PyTorch (EmbeddingBag(...)) [44], and Caffe2 (SparseLengthsSum)
[20] support this operation.

Figure 1 shows the pseudocode of embedding reduction with the
sum operator. The embedding reduction operation takes a set of
queries (a batch of queries), and iterates over each feature in each
query (Line 6-7). For each feature, it retrieves the corresponding
embedding vector from the embedding table (Line 8-9) and performs
an element-wise reduction for the vector (Line 11-12). The result of
the reduction for each query (i.e., res) is the output of this operation.
Note that, although sum reduction is adopted here, other reduction
operators such as min, max, or inner product can be employed.

2.2 Bottleneck Analysis
Embedding reduction has a small number of arithmetic computa-
tions compared to the number of memory reads it generates. In a
CPU, which is a common deployment platform to accommodate a
large embedding table [24, 27, 32], SIMD optimization (e.g., Intel
AVX) is usually applied. Figure 2 shows the instruction-level profil-
ing results of the embedding reduction operation on the CPU using
perf annotate. The profiling results demonstrate that embedding
reduction operation is an extremely memory bandwidth-bound op-
eration as most of the runtime is spent on the SIMD load instruction
(vmovups). In this code, the SIMD add instruction is very efficient
with wide vector processing, but our internal profiling result shows
that memory accesses to the embedding table yield a high cache
miss rate (e.g., 52.8%) in L3 cache despite the existence of temporal
locality to a certain degree. This inefficiency is due to the following
reasons. First, embedding reduction accesses embedding table with
sparse index; thus, cache miss rate increases. Second, the embed-
ding tables are often much larger than L3 cache sizes. For example,
the embedding table for one million 256B embeddings takes 256MB,
which is an order of magnitude larger than a typical L3 cache size.
There are cases where multiple embedding tables are accessed at
the same time by different threads [32], thus further increasing the
memory pressure. Third, there are other data structures that con-
tend for the cache space (e.g., query, res). Finally, between batches
of embedding reduction, other layers of the DNN model may be
executed to evict most of the embedding vectors from the cache
hierarchy.
1See Section 7.1 for details on datasets.
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Figure 3: Correlation heat map for product pairs of top 150
items in the Amazon Review dataset.

In fact, the embedding reduction operation is the primary perfor-
mance bottleneck in many NN models. One example is Facebook’s
DLRM [41], in which their profiling results [23, 32] show that this
operation accounts for 50% to 75% of the total runtime in their mod-
els (i.e., RMC1, RMC2). Furthermore, with a scaling of the dataset
and adoption of specialized DNN accelerators to shrink the portion
of the compute-intensive layers, the bottleneck is likely to be more
critical in the future.

2.3 Opportunities for Sub-query Memoization
Memoization [38] is a classic technique that stores the result of com-
putation for an input (query) and reuses it when the same query
arrives again. Memoization leverages space-time trade-offs and is
the most effective when a small subset of inputs is likely to oc-
cur repeatedly. Memoization can be an effective solution to reduce
memory accesses in embedding reduction by replacing 𝑁 embed-
ding table lookups with a single memoization table lookup, where
𝑁 is the number of the embeddings that the given query should
aggregate. However, this coarse-grained (i.e., query granularity)
memoization has a limited coverage as memoization can be applied
only when the exact same query arrives again.

Instead, we identify new opportunities for fine-grained (i.e., sub-
query) memoization to enable partial reduction by exploiting the
correlation structure that exists in many real-world categorical fea-
tures. This partial reduction is possible as a reduction operator (e.g.,
sum) is commutative and associative by definition. For example, if a
query contains a user’s recently browsed items, there is a high prob-
ability that if notebook appears in the query, then pen would also
appear together. Similarly, (notebook, pencil) and (pencil, eraser) are
co-appearing pairs that are frequently browsed. In contrast, (pants,
pencil) and (shampoo, apple) are pairs that are much less likely to
appear together. We can exploit such patterns and memoize the par-
tial reduction for the frequently co-appearing features to replace
two or more memory accesses with single memory access.

Figure 3 illustrates such opportunities indeed exist in a real-
world dataset. This Amazon Review dataset contains lists of items
that are bought/viewed together, which are commonly utilized as a
categorical input of the recommender system. The heat map depicts
the pair-wise correlation of Top 150 frequently appearing items in
this dataset. Thus, both X and Y-axis enumerate the 150 items, and
a dot in the figure quantifies the correlation of a particular item pair
in the range of zero (low, white) to one (high, red). This heat map
shows pairs of items jointly appear frequently in the lists (queries),
which can be excellent targets of memoization. Although the figure
only shows the pair-wise co-appearance, there often exists a cluster
of co-appearing features (items) that have a high chance to appear
together. Thus, we propose to exploit this correlation structure to
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Figure 4: Overview of MERCI

perform memoization at a sub-query granularity (as few as two
embeddings) to provide much greater coverage than the coarse-
grained memoization scheme at a query granularity.

3 MERCI OVERVIEW
Although conceptually simple, building a performant memoiza-
tion system for embedding reduction is a challenging task. If done
naïvely using a dense array, the cost of memoization can nullify its
benefit. For example, storing partial sums of all possible combina-
tions would not be possible due to memory constraint; for 𝑁 embed-
dings, the required memory space is 2𝑁 ×{Embedding Vector Size}
where N often exceeds a million in many popular NNmodels. Utiliz-
ing sparse data structure (e.g., a sparse hash table) for maintaining
the memoized values and only storing partial sums of frequently
co-appearing features can solve this problem, but triggers consider-
able additional memory access to retrieve a memoized value.

MERCI proposes a way to get the best of both approaches. It
moves through two phases that we call offline clustering and online
query processing. Figure 4 shows the overall overview of MERCI.
Offline clustering. The offline clustering phase consists of two
steps. 1 MERCI first partitions 𝑁 features into a set of coarse-
grained, fixed-length partitions called super-partitions by utiliz-
ing an existing hypergraph partitioning algorithm on the training
dataset (Step 1). Each super-partition contains features that are
likely to appear together based on the history of queries. Then,
2 MERCI applies Correlation-Aware Variable-Sized Clustering to
each super-partition, dividing features in a super-partition into fine-
grained, variable-length clusters (Step 2). Finally, 3 MERCI creates
a memoization table that holds all possible partial sum combina-
tions for each cluster. Section 4 describes the details of these steps.
Online query processing. MERCI utilizes the memoization table
created from the previous phase to serve incoming queries. Once a
query arrives—for example, one requiring accesses to the feature
set of {2, 3, 4, 6, 7} as in Figure 4—MERCI first identifies which fea-
tures belong to the same cluster. In this example, features {2, 3, 4}
belong to cluster A and {6, 7} to cluster B. Hence, two memoized
partial sums (embeddings) are retrieved (i.e., 𝑒2 +𝑒3 +𝑒4 and 𝑒6 +𝑒7)
and summed up to generate the final output. While the baseline
scheme—performing embedding reduction without memoization—
would have to load five embeddings (i.e., 𝑒2, 𝑒3, 𝑒4, 𝑒6, 𝑒7), MERCI
only loads two. Because the embedding reduction is often mem-
ory bandwidth-bound, such reduction in memory accesses can lead
to performance improvement. Section 5 describes how the online
query processing phase utilizes clusters to optimize the memoiza-
tion table and accelerate the embedding reduction at runtime.

4 OFFLINE CLUSTERING
4.1 Step 1: Hypergraph Partitioning
The first step of the offline clustering phase is coarse-grained, fixed-
length partitioning of all 𝑁 features utilizing a hypergraph parti-
tioning algorithm. Hypergraph partitioning is a popular algorithm
that aims to generate a specified number of equal-sized partitions
while minimizing the number of accessed partitions for a given set
of queries; that is, features in the same partition have a high chance
of occurring together. We first partition all 𝑁 features into equal-
sized super-partitions of size 𝑆 with an existing hypergraph parti-
tioning algorithm implementation called PaToH [8]. As 𝑁 (num-
ber of features) can often exceed millions in today’s NNs, the hy-
pergraph partitioning algorithm first reduces this large problem
size to 𝑆 , and the proposed fine-grained clustering algorithm called
Correlation-Aware Variable-Sized Clustering (Section 4.2) is per-
formed on each super-partition to manage the complexity. While
PaToH works well for our purpose, there exists a variety of dif-
ferent hypergraph partitioning algorithms [8, 17, 30, 31, 47] with
different time-quality trade-offs [47], and there is no fundamental
limitation in using a different algorithm.

One question thatmight arise is whetherwe can use a hypergraph-
partitioning algorithm to create fine-grained clusters, instead of
the proposed two-step algorithm, as it also groups frequently co-
appearing features. It may be possible but suboptimal for the follow-
ing reasons. First, it only generates equal-sized partitions, which
either cannot support a set of co-appearing features larger than
the (fixed) partition size or waste memory space for a smaller set.
The size of a group of the co-appearing features would vary. Our
algorithm can reflect diversity by generating clusters of size one
to twenty or more. Second, the hypergraph partitioning algorithm
does not give a fine-grained knob for memory constraints. Once
the cluster size is set to 𝑆 (embeddings), the space overhead is fixed
to 𝑁 /𝑆 × (2𝑆 − 1)×{Embedding Vector Size}. On the other hand,
our algorithm can set memory limits in the granularity of less than
1% of the original embedding table size. Thus, the hypergraph par-
titioning algorithm can reduce the search space while increasing
the locality, but in itself, it is not sufficient for our purpose.

4.2 Step 2: Correlation-Aware Variable-Sized
Clustering

Once the hypergraph partitioning algorithm divides all 𝑁 features
into super-partitions containing 𝑆 features each, the next step is to
apply Correlation-Aware Variable-Sized Clustering to each super-
partition individually. It is a clustering algorithm that aims to fur-
ther divide the 𝑆 features into fine-grained variable-sized clusters
such that the resulting memoization table yields the maximum ben-
efit for a given memory constraint. All possible combinations of
the partial sum within a cluster are then stored for memoization.
Sketch of the Algorithm. The Correlation-Aware Variable-Sized
Clustering algorithm is applied to all 𝑁 /𝑆 super-partitions inde-
pendently. Let 𝑐𝑖 be a set of feature IDs that belongs to cluster 𝑖 . Ini-
tially, we let each feature form a distinct cluster by itself (i.e., 𝑆 clus-
ters of size one). In this state, there is nothing to memoize since no
cluster has more than one feature. The algorithm then selects and
merges two clusters; to select these clusters, it considers both the
benefit (i.e., decrease in the expected number of memory accesses
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Figure 5: Illustration of the process for computing benefits
for a particular merge decision.

if merged) and the cost (i.e., increase in memory usage if merged).
This cost and benefit are estimated using queries in the training set,
as explained below. Once two clusters are merged, the algorithm
repeats the next iteration until it hits the memory size constraint.
Estimating the Cost. Because all possible combinations of fea-
tures in a cluster is memoized, a cluster with 𝑎 features occupies
(2𝑎 − 1) × {Embedding Vector Size} of memory space. 2𝑎 − 1 is the
cardinality of power set (excluding empty set) for a set with 𝑎 el-
ements. With this in mind, we can compute the memory cost of
merging cluster A having 𝑎 features and cluster B with 𝑏 features.
The newly formed cluster would require 2𝑎+𝑏 − 1 partial sums to
be stored; since the original memory usage was 2𝑎 − 1 + 2𝑏 − 1, the
increase in memory usage (i.e., the cost of merge) is (2𝑎+𝑏 − 2𝑎 −
2𝑏 + 1) × {Embedding Vector Size}.
Estimating the Benefit.Merging two clusters improve the chance
of features in a query to be in the same cluster (and hence memo-
ized). Therefore, the number of memory accesses for processing a
query would likely decrease. The amount of decrease is considered
as the benefit of merging two clusters. The queries in the training
set are analyzed to estimate the benefit. To explain, we define 𝑄 as
the set of queries being analyzed, and 𝐼 is an inverted index data
structure [14] for each cluster.

𝑄 = {𝑞𝑖 | 𝑖 = 0, 1, ..., 𝑞}, 𝐼𝑖 = {𝑞 𝑗 | ∃𝑓𝑘 ∈ 𝑐𝑖 , 𝑠 .𝑡 . 𝑓𝑘 ∈ 𝑞 𝑗 } (1)

Following the numbering in Figure 5, 1 𝑄 = {𝑞1, 𝑞2, 𝑞3, 𝑞4} is
a set of queries used for training, and each query is identified as a
set of feature IDs it accesses (e.g., 𝑓1, 𝑓2, ...), where each feature cor-
responds to a specific embedding vector. 2 Using this information,
an inverted index 𝐼𝑖 is built and maintained for each cluster 𝑖 . 𝐼𝑖
contains IDs of queries that contain at least one feature belonging
to cluster 𝑖 . For instance, if 𝑓1 appears in 𝑞2 and 𝑞3, 𝐼1 becomes {𝑞2,
𝑞3} as in Figure 5. 3 Then, the benefit of merging cluster 𝑐1 and 𝑐3
is computed as the cardinality of 𝐼1 ∩ 𝐼3, which is equivalent to the
number of queries that contain at least one feature from each of
𝑐1 and 𝑐3. That is, if 𝑐1 and 𝑐3 are merged, 𝑐1

⋃
𝑐3 would be memo-

ized, and thus queries 𝑞2 and 𝑞3 would require one memory access
instead of two saving one memory access for embedding reduction.
Note that, our scheme originally chooses the pair of clusters con-
sidering both benefit and cost; however, in this example, cost is the
same for all pairs of clusters (𝑎 = 1, 𝑏 = 1) and thus we only con-
sider the benefit.

𝑏𝑒𝑛𝑒 𝑓 𝑖𝑡 (𝑐𝑖 , 𝑐 𝑗 ) = |{ 𝑞𝑘 | 𝑞𝑘 ∈ 𝐼𝑖 ∩ 𝐼 𝑗 }| (2)
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Figure 6: Illustration of the Correlation-Aware Variable-
Sized Clustering.

4 After the algorithm merges 𝑐𝑖 and 𝑐 𝑗 , it updates the state of
the clusters and the inverted index as shown below. For the next
iteration, this merged cluster is treated as a single one cluster (𝑐𝑖, 𝑗 )
for benefit-cost analysis. In consequence, various sizes of clusters
can be generated by the granularity of one feature.

𝑐𝑖, 𝑗 = { 𝑓𝑘 | 𝑓𝑘 ∈ 𝑐𝑖 ∪ 𝑐 𝑗 }, 𝐼𝑖, 𝑗 = { 𝑞𝑘 | 𝑞𝑘 ∈ 𝐼𝑖 ∪ 𝐼 𝑗 } (3)
By computing benefit and cost, we evaluate benefit-cost ratio

(i.e., 𝑏𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑓 𝑖𝑡𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡 ) of all possible pairs of clusters. With the benefit-cost
ratio, we can quantify the effectiveness of every possible merge
of two clusters. If the pair has a high benefit-cost ratio, merging
those clusters increases the benefit of memoization with relatively
low additional memory usage. To summarize, a unique feature
of our clustering scheme is that it selects clusters to merge by
considering the benefits of forming a larger cluster (decrease in
memory accesses) and its cost (increase in memory usage).

4.3 Algorithm Details
Figure 6 illustrates an example walk-through of our Correlation-

Aware Variable-Sized Clustering algorithm with a running example.
First, 1 it inspects every pair of the clusters, and 2 records the
benefit-cost ratio of the merged cluster (i.e., pair_ratio). Then, 3
it selects the cluster pair with the highest benefit-cost ratio (i.e.,
clusters 2 and 3) and merges them into a single cluster. In doing so,
4 it deletes the two original clusters (i.e., 𝑐2 and 𝑐3) and 5 adds the
new aggregated cluster 𝑐5 (= 𝑐2,3). Finally, 6 the cluster pairs and
their ratios are updated along with the inverted index of the merged
cluster. Note that merging two clusters implies that queries with a
feature in either of the two clusters now access the merged cluster
𝑐5. Thus, we set an inverted index of the merged cluster as a union
of two existing inverted indexes (i.e., 𝐼5 = 𝐼2 ∪ 𝐼3). The process of
3 - 6 is repeated with newly updated pair_ratio, treating 𝑐5 as
a single cluster like others. In Figure 6, cluster 4 and 5 are selected
to be merged to become 𝑐6. Although not shown in the figure, the
current memory usage is also updated after a merge. The algorithm
exits if the memory usage reaches the user-specified limit.

Figure 7 presents a pseudocode of the Correlation-Aware Variable-
Sized Clustering algorithm. Function correlation_aware_clus-

tering is the top-level function, which merges clusters until the
current memory usage reaches the user-defined memory limit (i.e.,
CAPACITY_LIMIT) (Line 36). It first calculates the benefit-cost ratios
for all possible pairs of clusters of size one (Line 28-32) by calling
getBCRatio (Line 9-14). It then finds the pair with the maximum
benefit-cost ratio (Line 38) and merges the selected clusters (Line
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1 struct Cluster{
2 int cid;
3 int size;
4 /* Queries including any feature in this cluster */
5 set<int> I;
6 /* Features in this cluster */
7 set<int> features;
8 }
9 float getBCRatio(Cluster a, Cluster b) {
10 benefit = intersection(a.I, b.I);
11 cost = pow(2, a.size + b.size)
12 − pow(2,a.size) − pow(2,b.size) + 1;
13 return benefit/cost;
14 }
15 Cluster merge(Cluster a, Cluster b, int &nextcid) {
16 /* Merge cluster i and cluster j */
17 Cluster merged;
18 merged.cid = nextcid++;
19 merged.size = a.size + b.size;
20 merged.features = union(a.features, b.features);
21 merged.I = union(a.I, b.I);
22 return merged;
23 }
24 // S: The number of initial clusters(features)
25 def correlation_aware_clustering (set<Cluster> &c):
26 /* Pair of clusters and its benefit-to-cost ratio */
27 map<int, map<int,float>> pair_ratio;
28 /* Initial evaluation of benefit-cost ratio
29 for cluster pairs */
30 for i=0 to S−1:
31 for j=i+1 to S−1:
32 pair_ratio[i][j] = getBCRatio(c[i], c[j]);
33 int nextcid = S;
34 /* Repeat merging until user-specified capacity limit */
35 capacity = S;
36 while (capacity < CAPACITY_LIMIT):
37 /* Returns cluster indices for the maximum ratio */
38 (i, j) = argmax(pair_ratio);
39 /* Merge two selected clusters */
40 Cluster merged = merge(c[i], c[j], nextcid);
41 /* Remove two clusters from c */
42 c.erase(c[i]), c.erase(c[j]);
43 /* Remove pairs containing c[i] or c[j] from pair_ratio*/
44 pair_ratio.erase(c[i].cid), pair_ratio.erase(c[j].cid);
45 /* Update ratios for cluster pairs including merged*/
46 for cl in c:
47 pair_ratio[cl.cid][merged.cid] =
48 getBCRatio(cl, merged);
49 /* Add merged cluster info */
50 c.insert(merged);
51 /* Recompute memory usage here */

Figure 7: Pseudocode of the Correlation-Aware Variable-
Sized Clustering algorithm.

40). Function merge assigns a new ID to the merged cluster and up-
dates its size, features, and inverted index, as discussed before (Line
15-23). Finally, the original cluster pair is erased from the cluster
set (c) and the benefit-cost ratio map (pair_ratio) (Line 41-44),
and the newly merged cluster is inserted with benefit-cost ratios
calculated against all the other clusters (Line 45-50).

4.4 Parallelization of Correlation-Aware
Variable-Sized Clustering Algorithm

By exploiting the super-partition-level parallelism, our clustering
algorithm can be effectively parallelized. However, naïvely sched-
uling each thread to execute on its own super-partition may end
up violating the memory usage constraint without coordination.
Thus, we address this by employing a minimum benefit-cost ratio;

{ 4 } → 001 → 0
{ 5 } → 010 → 1

{ 4, 5 } → 011 → 2
{ 6 } → 100 → 3

{ 4, 6 } → 101 → 4
{ 5, 6 } → 110 → 5

{ 4, 5, 6 } → 111 → 6
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0 𝑒(
… ……
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Figure 8: Preprocessing phase of online query processing.

each thread will stop merging once the benefit-cost ratio of the
next merge fails to exceed this minimum ratio, and once clustering
completes for all super-partitions, the total memory consumption
is computed. The minimum ratio is automatically adjusted accord-
ing to the calculated memory consumption, and the process con-
tinues until the expected memory consumption converges to the
user-specified limit. This parallelization technique enables our clus-
tering algorithm to utilize multiple cores in parallel, reducing its
runtime by a significant factor (e.g., 9.7× on a 16-core machine with
32 hardware threads).

5 ONLINE QUERY PROCESSING
This section explains how MERCI utilizes the clusters identified by
the offline clustering scheme in Section 4 to create a table structure
for memoization (Section 5.1). Note that this is a one-time process
performed when new clusters are formed. Then we present how
MERCI exploits this data structure to serve incoming queries for
embedding reduction (Section 5.2).

5.1 Preprocessing
Preprocessing for memoization consists of two steps. First, MERCI
remaps feature IDs to identify the cluster for each feature with only
a few additional memory access. Second, the memoization table
that stores partial reduction for various combinations of embedding
vectors is constructed. Below, we explain each step in detail.
Step 1: Remapping Feature IDs. At runtime, MERCI needs to
identify the cluster that a specific feature within a query belongs
to. The naïve solution would be to maintain a mapping table that
maps each feature ID to a pointer to its cluster information. How-
ever, such an approach will incur additional memory access, since
it is likely that not all mapping tables and data structures contain-
ing information on each cluster are cached. Instead, our approach
statically remaps feature IDs before deployment to minimize the
information needed to access at runtime.

Figure 8 ( 1 , 2 ) illustrates the feature ID remapping process. 1
First, clusters with the same size are grouped into a cluster group,
and all cluster groups are sorted by descending order of cluster size.
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Figure 9: Illustration of MERCI query processing.

The order of the clusters within a cluster group is irrelevant. 2
Then, starting from the first feature (ID 3 in the first cluster) to the
last feature (ID 0 in the last cluster), we assign new IDs 0 to N-1 in
order, where N is the total number of features. With this feature
ID remapping, features in the same cluster or a cluster group have
contiguous feature IDs.
Step 2: Memoization Table Construction. Once the remapping
completes, MERCI constructs the memoization table containing
partial sums of all 2𝑐𝑙𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟_𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒 − 1 feature combinations in each
cluster. The memoization table is a 2D array (implemented as a 1D
array) storing 𝑅 vectors (𝑅 =

∑
∀𝑐𝑙𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑠 (2𝑐𝑙𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟_𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒 − 1)), each

having 𝐷 dimensions (i.e., identical to the embedding vector dimen-
sion). This memoization table follows the order of clusters deter-
mined during the feature ID remapping step.

Within a single cluster, we utilize the following mechanism to
determine the partial sum’s location for a specific combination. Fig-
ure 8 ( 3 - 5 ) shows a simple example of filling out memoization
table for cluster {4, 5, 6}. 3 First, we generate all possible combina-
tions for every cluster. 4 Then we represent the combination as
a one-hot bit vector whose 𝑘th least significant bit is set when it
contains the 𝑘th feature. For example, a combination of 2nd, 3rd
feature (i.e., {5, 6}) is represented as 110(2) . 5 Then, the integer
representation of this number minus one (except for empty set) is
utilized as the relative offset of the partial sum within the cluster.
This relative offset is then added to the base offset of the cluster to
find the absolute location in the memoization table. For example, in
the figure, seven partial sums are stored in the memoization table
consecutively starting from base offset 15.

To facilitate the retrieval of the partial reduction results during
the runtime, MERCI utilizes a tiny additional metadata array, as
shown in Figure 8. For each cluster group, the base offset within
the memoization table for this cluster group, as well as the first
feature ID and cluster size (csize) of this cluster group are stored.

5.2 Query Processing
When a batch of queries arrive, they are distributed to each thread,
and all threads run a subset of queries in parallel. For each query,
MERCI iterates through features and identifies the clusters they
belong to using remapped feature IDs and the cluster group meta-
data array. If multiple features in a query fall into the same cluster,
this implies an opportunity for partial reduction as their partial
sum is already memoized. Thus, MERCI retrieves sub-query partial
sums for all clusters and calculates final reduction results.

Figure 9 illustrates howMERCI processes a query in detail. Given

1 def getOffset (GroupInfo& g, int prev_cid,
2 vector<int> features):
3 int combi_offset = 0;
4 int first_f = features[0];
5 /* Iterate features for bit vector representation */
6 for f in features:
7 combi_offset |= (1 << (f-first_f));
8 /* Compute cluster offset */
9 int cluster_offset = g.offset
10 + prev_cid*(pow(2, g.csize)-1);
11 return combi_offset + cluster_offset;
12
13 def query_processing (vector<int> query[B],
14 float &res[B][D]):
15 for qid = 0 to B-1:
16 /* Initialize cid & gid with first feature */
17 GroupInfo g = getGroup(query[qid][0]);
18 int prev_cid = (query[qid][0] - g.first_id)/g.csize;
19 int prev_gid = g.gid;
20
21 vector<int> features; // Features in the same cluster
22 for fid in query[qid]:
23 int cid = (fid - g.first_id)/g.csize;
24 /* cluster not changed */
25 if (prev_cid == cid && g.gid == prev_gid):
26 features.push_back(fid);
27 /* cluster changed */
28 else:
29 /* Get memoization table index for features */
30 int offset = getOffset(g, prev_cid, features);
31 for d=0 to D-1:
32 res[qid][d] += memoization_table[offset][d];
33 prev_cid = cid;
34 prev_gid = g.gid;
35 features = {fid};
36 GroupInfo new_g = getGroup(fid)
37 /* Group changed, update group info */
38 if(prev_gid != new_g.gid)
39 g = new_g
40 /* Omitted: Handle the last cluster here */

Figure 10: Query processing pseudocode, omitting the de-
tails for multi-threading.

a query {0, 3, 4, 6, 7, 9, 12}, MERCI processes each feature sequen-
tially starting from first feature in the query (i.e., feature 0). For each
feature, MERCI finds out each feature’s cluster group by compar-
ing its ID with groups’ first IDs in group meta-data array. Figure 9
assumes feature 0, 3, 4 and 6 are already processed, and feature 7
is about to be processed. Feature 7 is in Cluster Group 1 because
ID 7 is less than Group 2’s first ID 10 but greater than Group 1’s
first ID 4. Then, its cluster ID can be obtained by dividing offset
within a cluster group (feature ID - group first ID) by cluster size
(csize) of that group. Hence, Feature 7 is in Cluster 1 (=

⌊
7−4
3

⌋
).

Likewise, Feature 9 is in Cluster Group 1, Cluster 1, and Feature 12
is in Cluster Group 2, Cluster 0. Then, MERCI detects a change in
the cluster and collects previous features in the same cluster ({7, 9})
to calculate the memoization table offset of their reduction. The lo-
cation of cluster’s reduction results (i.e., cluster offset) is computed
by {cluster group base offset} + cluster ID×(2𝑐𝑙𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟_𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒 − 1). For
instance, Cluster Group 1, Cluster 1’s cluster offset is 22 (= 15 + 1×
(23 − 1)). The exact offset is cluster offset+combination offset, which
can be obtained by representing the current feature set using a bit
vector, as explained in Section 5.1 and Figure 8.

Figure 10 again shows this process in a pseudocode. Function
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query_processing stores reduction results of B queries. For fea-
tures in a query, it identifies their cluster group IDs (g.gid) and the
cluster IDs (cid) (Line 23, 36). Then it compares g.gid and cid of
the current feature (fid) with that of the previous feature to collect
features in the same cluster (Line 24-26). If the cluster has changed,
combination offset (Line 3-7) and the previous feature set’s cluster
offset (Line 9) is calculated in function getOffset, and the reduc-
tion result is updated (Line 31-32). Note that the last feature set of
the query needs to be handled after the loop, but we omit that part
for the brevity.

6 DISCUSSION
6.1 Time Complexity of Correlation-Aware

Variable-Sized Clustering
Correlation-Aware Variable-Sized Clustering is performed on each
super-partition, and hence it only considers clusters within the
same super-partition as potential merge candidates. The time com-
plexity of our clustering scheme is 𝑂 (𝑁𝑆 |𝑄 |), where 𝑁 is the num-
ber of embedding vectors (i.e., the number of features), 𝑆 the size of
each super-partition, and |𝑄 | the number of queries in the training
set. For each merge, the scheme needs to evaluate the benefit and
the cost of merging the different pairs of clusters. Here, there exist
at most 𝑆 remaining clusters, and evaluating the benefit of merging
two clusters requires at most |𝑄 | operations as it is simply an inter-
section of two inverted indices whose size is bounded to |𝑄 |. As a re-
sult, each merge requires at most 𝑂 (𝑆 |𝑄 |) operations. In the worst
case, the merge needs to be performed 𝑁 times (i.e., 𝑆 merges for
𝑁 /𝑆 super-partitions), making the total time complexity𝑂 (𝑁𝑆 |𝑄 |).
We have empirically confirmed that a choice of small 𝑆 (e.g., 128) is
nearly as effective as a larger 𝑆 such as 1024, and expect that even
larger 𝑆 does not substantially boost the performance. This implies
that the number of co-appearing features for a single feature does
not exceed 128 on average in the datasets used for evaluation.

If we assume that there was only one super-partition (e.g.,𝑁 = 𝑆),
the time complexity of a single merge becomes 𝑂 (𝑁 |𝑄 |). In the
worst case, the merge needs to be performed for 𝑁 times, meaning
that the time complexity without the hypergraph partitioning step
(Section 4.1) is 𝑂 (𝑁 2 |𝑄 |). This is impractical, especially given that
𝑁 is often an order of millions. Therefore, the step of hypergraph
partitioning is justified to keep the time complexity manageable.

6.2 Capacity Cost
Some large-scale recommendation systems [56, 57] already require
an enormous capacity to store embeddings, and at a glance, it may
seem applying MERCI on such systems is impractical due to the ad-
ditional capacity cost that memoization requires. For such models,
naively using MERCI for all embedding tables may incur an exces-
sive capacity cost. To avoid such a huge capacity cost, we envision
that it is possible to selectively apply MERCI for some embedding
tables (or a subset of a single embedding table) that are i) frequently
accessed, ii) reasonably sized, and iii) have high locality. In fact,
several existing literature state that the large-scale recommenda-
tion model utilizes multiple separate embedding tables [37], and
some embedding tables exhibit higher locality than the others [19].
Furthermore, as explained in Section 4.2, MERCI allows users to
specify the limit of capacity overhead from the memoization table.

Table 1: Dataset analysis.

Name # of
Features

# of
Queries

Avg.
Query Len.

Embedding
Tbl. Size

MemTable
Size (+8×)

Synthetic datasets
Synthetic 1 1,000K 1,000K 60.0 244MB 2.08GB
Synthetic 2 1,000K 1,000K 54.0 244MB 2.06GB
Synthetic 3 1,000K 1,000K 51.0 244MB 2.19GB
Synthetic 4 2,000K 2,000K 60.0 488MB 4.18GB
Synthetic 5 2,000K 2,000K 54.0 488MB 4.09GB
Synthetic 6 2,000K 2,000K 51.0 488MB 4.36GB

Real-world datasets
Books 3,187K 32,305K 72.796 568MB 5.20GB
Electronics 759K 10,711K 55.746 115MB 1.06GB
Clothing 2,345K 4,137K 81.953 224MB 2.06GB
Sports 1,506K 5,998K 96.019 196MB 1.75GB
Office Products 599K 3,736K 64.088 85MB 0.73GB
Home&Kitchen 1,806K 11,270K 51.476 248MB 2.23GB
Last.fm 636K 534K 95.611 104MB 0.88GB
DBLP 540K 479K 61.780 102MB 0.87GB

6.3 Handling Embedding Table Updates and
Query Access Pattern Changes

Embedding vectors are known to be frequently retrained every few
hours [19]. In that case, the memoization table needs to be updated
as well. However, the time to update the memoization table is rel-
atively smaller than time to retrain the embedding vectors. And
simply updating the embedding vectors does not require MERCI
to perform offline clustering (i.e., Hypergraph partitioning and
Correlation-Aware Variable-Sized Clustering) again. In contrast,
when the query access pattern changes, hypergraph partitioning
(i.e., Step 1 in 4.1) and clustering (i.e., Step 2 in 4.2) need to be per-
formed again. In practice, this happens much less frequently than
the embedding vector change in many recommender systems. For
all our workloads, clustering and partitioning are completed within
10 minutes with a 16-core machine (the same as in 7). Naturally,
this time can be further reduced with the use of a better machine
or the use of multiple machines.

7 EVALUATION
7.1 Datasets
Real-world Datasets. For the assessment of our algorithm, we uti-
lize popular public datasets for the recommender systems: the Ama-
zon Review dataset (books, electronics, clothing, shoes, and jewelry,
sports and outdoors, office products, and home and kitchen) [28],
Last.fm Million Songs dataset [5], and DBLP Co-Authors Network
dataset [46]. Although it would be ideal to use the feature traces
from actual recommender models such as Facebook DLRM [41],
such production traces are not publicly released.

Each dataset was parsed into a format suitable for our use.
Queries and features were defined in a way they would be in a rec-
ommender system. For instance, in the Amazon Review dataset, we
defined a feature as a product for sale on Amazon, and query as a
group of products (features) a reviewer bought or viewed together.
Then, queries were randomly partitioned into train and test sets
at the ratio of 8:2. Queries in the train set are used by Correlation-
Aware Variable-Sized Clustering to calculate the benefit and cost
during offline clustering, and queries in the test set were utilized
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Figure 11: Throughput improvement.

to simulate query processing with the memoization table. Specific
statistics regarding each dataset are delineated in Table 1.
Synthetic Datasets.We also evaluateMERCI on synthetic datasets.
For synthetic dataset generation, we employed a technique named
Stochastic Block Model (SBM) [54], which is a well known approach
for creating a random graph with community structures. We config-
ured the parameters such that 128 features form a single correlative
group, and the total number of features be 𝑁 . Furthermore, each
query comes with an average of 𝑝 features from the same group
and an average of 𝑞 features from different groups. We evaluated
datasets with (p, q) pairs of (48, 3), (48, 6), (48, 12) for 𝑁 = 1𝑀 and
𝑁 = 2𝑀 . Queries are also randomly partitioned into train and test
sets at the ratio of 8:2.

7.2 Methodology
We implemented baseline and MERCI’s embedding reduction op-
eration in C++. In both cases, queries are distributed to multi-
ple threads. We functionally verified the correctness of the imple-
mentation and checked that the baseline implementation achieves
high-performance by confirming that it fully utilizes the system’s
memory bandwidth. MERCI implementation is available at https:
//github.com/SNU-ARC/MERCI. We measured the runtime mostly
on AmazonWeb Services (AWS) EC2m5.8xlarge instance [3], which
provides 16 Intel Xeon Platinum 8259CL CPU cores with 128GiB of
DRAM. We also checked the performance sensitivity to machines
by evaluating MERCI on desktop-class Intel Core i7-10700K CPU
with 64GiB of DRAM. Note that accessing hardware counters is
possible only on the local desktop, but not on the Amazon server.
Thus, we perform energy and LLC miss analysis on the desktop
machine. All evaluations were performed on Ubuntu 18.04 LTS.

7.3 Performance Evaluation
Throughput. Figure 11 delineates the throughput improvement of
MERCI. The x-axis denotes the size of the memoization table over
the original embedding table. We limited the additional memory
usage incurred by MERCI’s memoization table to 0.25, 0.5, 1 and
8 times the size of the original embedding table. Note that MERCI
uses both the original embedding table and the memoization table,
so this implies the pure memory consumption from memoization.
All configurations in the figure (Remapped, +0.25x, +0.5x, +1x, +8x)
hypergraph-partitioned 𝑁 features into super-partitions of size
128. The embedding dimension is set to a constant value of 64 (i.e.,
64 elements per embedding vector), and all measurements were
repeated five times and averaged. Error bars are expressed in red
lines but too minuscule to notice.

The bars labeled Remapped refer to remapped-baseline whose
height denote runtime speedup without memoization. In Remapped,
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Figure 12: Feature coverage per memoization size.

the 𝑁 features are hypergraph-partitioned into super-partitions of
size 128 and remapped so that those in the same super-partition are
assigned consecutive IDs. Hence, Remapped shows the pure effect
of locality-aware ID remapping without our clustering algorithm
and memoization. As shown in Figure11, considering locality at
coarse-grained granularity improves by 29%. Clearly, clustering and
memoization give substantial extra speedup on top of ID remapping.

Across all datasets, MERCI manifests significant throughput im-
provement of 62%–262%, and achieves a geomean speedup of 102%
when the memoization table size is at +8×. As shown in the figure,
it is possible to obtain a decent speed up of 52%–160%, and 74% on
average when the table size is limited at +1×. Even for smaller ta-
ble size which is limited at +0.25× and +0.5×, MERCI achieves 60%
and 66% on average, respectively. In general, increasing the mem-
oization table size leads to further speedup, but with diminishing
returns. This is because MERCI first utilizes the capacity for the
most popular co-appearing combinations and then utilizes extra
capacity for the less frequently co-appearing ones.
Memoization Size Analysis. Figure 12 analyzes feature coverage
of memoization table access by memoization size (i.e., the number
of features aggregated together). This is an actual clustering result
that derived the speedup in Figure 11. Each section in a stacked bar
represents the percentage of features covered by a given memoiza-
tion size, summing up to the total number of demanded features
in the test set (i.e.,

∑ |𝑄 |
𝑞𝑖𝑑=1

𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑟𝑦 [𝑞𝑖𝑑] .𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒 ()). For instance, in the
Amazon Office Products dataset, 18.6% of all features were retrieved
as a reduction of four features, thus quartered table access count
for that portion. On average, 75.4% of features were accessed by
a memoization size greater than one. In the x-axis, the number in
parenthesis indicates the average number of features retrieved per
memoization table access. The result shows that, and single table
access covers from 1.63 to 3.75 features on average.

The figure illustrates that MERCI effectively memoized the em-
bedding table as a large portion of memory accesses reads amassed
features. Even when MERCI retrieves the memoization value of
size 1, it is still superior to the baseline because it benefits from
locality-aware feature ID remapping, as discussed in Figure 11.

https://github.com/SNU-ARC/MERCI
https://github.com/SNU-ARC/MERCI
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Figure 13: Memory access count reduction.
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Figure 14: (a) Machine sensitivity (b) Energy consumption.

7.4 Evaluation on Desktop Platform
Machine Sensitivity. Figure 14(a) explores the MERCI perfor-
mance sensitivity on different machine configurations with +8×
memoization table. As shown in Figure 11, MERCI demonstrates
largely similar performance improvements by 102% on the server
system (AWS EC2 m5.8xlarge instance) and 78% on the desktop
system (Intel Core i7-10700K CPU with two memory channels).
The result indicates that MERCI can achieve speedup on any sys-
tem whose embedding reduction performance is bound by mem-
ory bandwidth. Technically, MERCI may not show a performance
improvement on some systems with very abundant memory band-
width and a small number of cores. In practice, however, such sys-
tems are rare as they would heavily underutilize the memory band-
width in many conventional operations.
Energy Savings. Figure 14(b) shows total energy consumption
normalized to baseline energy consumption. We measured energy
consumption with Intel Running Average Power Limit (RAPL) inter-
face [15]. MERCI significantly saves energy consumption by 40.2%
on average (up to 63.5%) at +8× configuration.
Memory Access Count. Figure 13 shows memory access count
(i.e., reads+writes) during MERCI’s query processing normalized to
baseline memory access count. For memory access count measure-
ment, we utilized Intel VTune Profiler [12]. As in previous sections,
memoization table sizes were set at +0.25, +0.5, +1 and +8 times
the original embedding table, and the embedding dimension was
set to a constant value of 64. The graph shows that MERCI’s total
memory access count decreases by 48%, 40% for real and synthetic
datasets at +8× memoization table. MERCI successfully accelerated
memory-bound embedding reduction operation by reducing the
actual count of memory accesses, which decreases as we use more
memory for storing memoization results. We also measured the
memory bandwidth utilization of both the baseline and MERCI us-
ing Intel VTune Profiler. Both systems almost fully utilize the avail-
able memory bandwidth (e.g., 90+% of the theoretical peak band-
width), and this indicates that the memory access reduction shown
in Figure 13 directly translates to the throughput improvement.

8 RELATEDWORK
Frequent Pattern Mining. Frequent pattern mining algorithms
such as apriori [2], FP-growth [25], and DHP [43] algorithm can be
utilized to identify sets of frequently co-appearing features. How-
ever, the main drawback of these algorithms is that they simply
find multiple sets of co-appearing features, allowing a single fea-
ture to belong in multiple sets. In such a case, unlike our cluster-
ing approach, retrieving the reduction results becomes much more
difficult. Specifically, i) identifying the relevant partial sums for a
given query and ii) finding where they are located become serious
challenges. It is our design choice to give up some extra reduction
opportunities for efficient retrieval of partial sums.
Hardware Solutions for the Embedding Reduction. Recently,
Facebook[19, 24, 41, 42], Google[16], and Alibaba[51] emphasize
that embedding reduction is memory-bound and takes a significant
portion of runtime. Several works addressed this problem with
hardware support. For example, [32, 34] adopted near-memory
processing (NMP) architecture to exploit the abundant internal
bandwidth to perform reduction, and only passes the reduction
outcome to the external device through links with lower bandwidth.
Centaur [29] is a chiplet-based hybrid accelerator that also includes
embedding reduction as its target. These solutions report that they
achieve up to an order of magnitude performance improvements
or traffic reductions based on their simulation results. However,
solutions that require hardware support are often expensive. On the
other hand, our proposal is an immediately deployable solution that
provides a substantial speedup at the cost of extra memory capacity.
Feature-aware Optimizations. Bandana [19] utilizes hypergraph
partitioning to place embedding vectors that are likely to be ac-
cessed together in a same 4KB NVM block. Bandana aims to reduce
DRAM capacity consumption under the same number of memory
access count while our work aims to reduce the number of memory
access count itself.
Memoization. Since memoization was first introduced at [38],
memoization is widely adopted as a key technique to accelerate spe-
cific target. COREx[21] scales datacenter accelerators via memoiza-
tion. Specifically, it proposes an accelerator and a storage layer that
memoize and reuse the outcome of previously accelerated computa-
tions when the accelerator needs to compute the same thing. Other
proposals [6, 11, 36, 45, 50] identify computation redundancy caused
by similarities in the input within the various granularity (e.g., in-
struction, function, task level) andmemoize them. Thus these works
avoid processing the same set of instructions and rather replace
such memoized regions with much simpler operations. In [55], they
propose a technique that can be used to accelerate memoization.
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9 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose MERCI, a memoization framework that
addresses the memory bandwidth bottleneck of embedding reduc-
tion without distinct hardware support. Embedding reduction is an
accumulative operation that is comprehensively utilized in modern
neural network models and is well-known to be bounded by mem-
ory bandwidth. Its defect is that it does not endorse the correlation
among inputs features and always load embeddings in succession.
Hence, MERCI tackles this complication with memoization. Bol-
stered by our novel clustering scheme, MERCI accelerates embed-
ding reduction by identifying co-appearing features, memoizing
partial reduction of such features, and constructing a memoization
table that supports fast access to memoized values on-demand.
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